
Guidelines:
UCL Banner 
• The colour and format should not be altered.

• Do not place other images or logos on the 
banner.

• Title text should be left aligned unless a poster 
number is added.

Layout
• This should be visually appealing and easy to 

follow. Be consistent.

• Choose one slide layout and delete the rest of the 
slides. Adjust background boxes via the slide 
master view if required – see under view menu.

• Ensure that the guides are turned on – see under 
view menu.

Text 
• Aim for 300-600 words that are concise and 

straight to the point.

• Avoid font sizes below 24pt except for captions.

• Use a maximum of two fonts (the official UCL 
fonts are Arial or Helvetica, with Garamond as an 
additional font in the body text).

• Use bullet points to break up large areas of text.

• Left justified text is easier to read than fully 
justified.

• Set headings in bold.

Graphs, Images and Tables
• They must be embedded in your file by inserting 

the file rather than copying and pasting.

• Make sure they are sufficient size and clearly 
visible with at least 150dpi.

• Avoid animated GIF files.

• Do not insert or embed any videos in your 
presentation.

Guidelines cont:
Colour
• Select background colours that contrast well 

   with the font to allow easier reading of 
your text.

• Avoid backgrounds with bright or dark colours and 
full of texture as this will distract readers.

• Try not to use too many colours – 1-2 work well, 
plus images and charts.

• The template is formatted with appropriate UCL 
colours for the banner colour chosen.

Restrictions
• Do not include audio in your presentation.

• Do not include hyperlinks as there will be no 
internet access on the e-poster screens.

• Maximum presentation size: 16 Megabytes.Copyright  and GDPR
(copy and paste the link  to your browser )
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/library/ucl-copyright-advice

• Only use copyright free images or those available 
under the creative commons license unless you 
have bought the relevant license. You are free to 
use graphics you have generated but check with 
colleagues if they have produced them.

• Images downloaded from online are subject to 
copyright unless this has been waived.

• Flickr is a useful resource to check the copyright 
status of images from the web.

• Follow GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulation) for images of people.

UCL Banner vs UCL Logo
• Use the banner where UCL is the major partner

• Use the UCL logo only where work is an equal 
collaboration and place all logos at the bottom - 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/cam/brand

Conclusions

● We present a data-driven, open-source tool to visualise brain regions 
associated with a set of seizure semiologies as determined from 
manuscripts in the literature

● This tool can be used as a clinical decision support system to determine 
the appropriate strategy for icEEG implantation and resective surgery

Rationale

● Intracranial electroencephalography (icEEG) is used to define the 
seizure onset zone (SOZ)

● The choice of targets for icEEG is performed subjectively, analysing 
non-invasive data such as scalp EEG, MRI and seizure semiology

● There is a need for objective tools to highlight 1) potential regions 
involved in the SOZ and 2) less common or unexpected relationships 
between seizure semiology and brain regions

● These tools can supplement clinical knowledge during planning of icEEG 
implantation and resective surgery

● We present a visualisation tool to display the link between clinical 
semiology and cerebral regions involved in seizures
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Results

● First, the user chooses the filters for the ground-truth criteria, and the 
observed semiologies from a list of 56 terms (Fig. 1), although custom 
terms can be entered (see poster #1014 by Ali Alim-Marvasti)

● A table is created to show the number of observations reported in the 
literature for each semiology and brain region (Fig. 2, left)

● Next, corresponding brain regions are displayed on 2D and 3D 
quantitative visualisations (Fig. 2, right)

● Users can select different normalisation strategies to combine results 
from multiple semiologies

Methods

● We performed a systematic literature review to generate the 
Semio2Brain database, that maps seizure semiology to brain structures 
(see poster #893 by Gloria Romagnoli)

● We developed a multi-platform,  open-source Python module on top of 
3D Slicer that acts as interface between the user and the database

● Code and documentation are available on GitHub: 

Fig. 1: Semiology visualisation tool before a user-defined search. Left: list of suggested 
semiology terms to be selected by the user; right: Neuromorphometrics parcellation 
obtained using geodesic information flows on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 
template.

Fig. 2: Result of querying the database with the semiology term ‘Asymmetric tonic - 
right’. Left: list of brain regions sorted by number of data points in the database;   right: 
heatmap where brighter intensities (yellow) represent a higher number of data points. 
The left supplementary motor cortex is the region identified as being most commonly 
involved.
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